
Nanpean Community Primary School 

Parents Forum meeting 

Topics: 
           Curriculum development  
           AOB 

Attendance: 
Mr Nicholls 
(Headteacher) 
+ 2 parents.  

Date: 22/6/2022 at 

9.15am. 

  

Notes of meeting Action 

Last meeting - actions 
Remote Learning Map available on other platforms. 

Subject Leaders continue to drive Curriculum improvements. 
Consider purchasing new Sports Kits for September. 

 
 (approved) 

 (now being used) 
 

1) Curriculum Updates 
MN explained that we continue to focus on Ofsted Action Points as 
priorities, and explained in further detail about our Curriculum (acronym 
FAB on our Curriculum Statement, Knowledge-engaged, and that we have 
clear coverage and defined expectations (‘End Points’) now. MN explained 
that this term staff are monitoring the impact, in their roles as Subject 
Leaders, and we continue to utilise support from the local authority for this. 
MN then explained the next step is for Subject Leaders to create 
Knowledge Organisers so the intent of learning is clear in each subject, for 
each year group and each term.  
MN also explained we continue to focus on Vocabulary (current focus for 
Staff Meetings) and KS2 Reading (Recovery / Catch up premiums being 
spent on this and impact thus far has been extremely positive).  

 
Subject Leaders. 

2) AOB 
MN asked parents if they knew why only 2 people had attended. MN 
explained that some parents who usually attend had given apologies due to 
other commitments, such as work. Parents then stated that some parents 
don’t probably feel the need to attend as MN always keeps parents 
informed via Newsletters, Class Dojo etc… (all parents stated that our 
communication from school to parents is excellent). They also stated that 
MN is always available to talk to parents, if required, and they see their 
child’s class teacher at drop off to classes every morning, so can always 
talk to them as well. Finally, the parents present said to take this as a 
positive, as most people would say something if there were issues. MN 
thanked parents for this positive feedback.  
Photographs – parents explained they aren’t keen on the Vistas provided by 
Tempest and asked if school could just take photos and sell to parents. 
They stated that this would mean school would gain the profits. Another 
parents suggested contacting a parent who works at the college (teaching 
photography) to ask if they would be keen to do these as part of their 
coursework.  
One parent asked if transition could return to a week, rather than just a 
couple of days. MN explained that this would be difficult as it would mean 
having 8 classes, as Brannel no longer take children for a week in the 
Summer Term. Parents understood this and then complained about Brannel 
transition arrangements and lack of information from Brannel. MN explained 
he would feed this back at the next Cluster Heads meeting.  
MN then explained our own transition offer, and how staff changes have 
impacted this slightly this year (some dates have had to be changed to fit in 
with newly appointed staff). Parents understood this.  
Finally, both parents said they appreciate all the notes via Class Dojo, but 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MN agreed to look 
into this (photograph 

options).  
 
 
 

MN to feedback to 
Brannel Staff about 
transition (parent 

perspective). 



said some classes don’t provide as much information as others. MN 
explained that the only thing that has to be done by Teachers is a message 
to begin each week, which is done as MN monitors this. MN said that this is 
a difficult discussion as other parents have said the opposite, that there is 
now over-use of Class Dojo in some classes, and they would prefer just one 
message per week.  

Date of next meeting:  
TBC in Autumn 1 of academic year 2022-23 
 

 

 


